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MARSH LABELS SWITCHES TO PACKZ AND VDP, AND SEES THROUGHPUT 
INCREASE 

 

(UK, Nottingham,) Marsh Labels, the family-owned digital label printer in Brighton, is 

branching out since transitioning its pre-press department to the PACKZ PDF Editor.  

PACKZ is the native PDF prepress production tool designed for labels & packaging and 

developed by HYBRID Software. 

 

 “We run two HP Indigo, 6900 & 6800 plus four ABG Digicon’s and a new peel and reveal 

machine” says Gary Burnley, joint managing director who first joined the company 26 

years ago and then took over the running with his sister, Alison Murphy, when their 

father retired.  

“We take in lots of short runs and provide the repro to put the files together.  In the past 

a 500 – 1,000 label run has taken longer to repro than to print.  PACKZ has improved 

turnaround time significantly so that we have more capacity to take in more work. It’s 

giving us the confidence to branch out into another line of work.” 



Marsh takes on about 20,000 new label jobs each year, providing digital capacity for 

other print shops around the UK, printing labels for most sectors of industry including 

beverage, pharmaceuticals, retail, cosmetic, healthcare, food, beverage, security and 

industrial. 

“PACKZ is head and shoulders over any other software I’ve used and I’ve been in the 

business for more than 20 years”, says Leigh Howe, pre-press manager.  “It has a great 

feel to it and HYBRID Software is constantly driving it forward.  They listen to people like 

us who’ve got a few ideas and the next thing you know, you see an update with that 

feature in it.” 

“It’s native PDF so the job stays in PDF through pre-press so there are no conversions 

that can slow things down and clutter up the file server.” 

 

 

 

The number of variable data (VDP) jobs has doubled over the past year says Howe. It’s 

mostly barcodes and numbering but because the VDP module is inside PACKZ the pre-

press department can work on a customer supplied PDF file from start to finish, cutting 

out unnecessary steps such as importing the file into another application and then 

exporting the file again. 

 “It’s very efficient.  And I’m much more confident that what I see on the proof is correct 

than I ever was before because PACKZ reduces the risk of human error:  dimensions of 

crop boxes are computer generated rather than drawn manually; editing and sharing the 

colour books is simple and no longer a manual process; there’s bar code recognition that 

is computer generated from the incoming file.  All these features take seconds off each 

part of the checking process.  Multiply that up and already the number of jobs we 

process per day has gone up and the only thing we’ve changed is to move to PACKZ.” 

“The transition to PACKZ only took us about a week. It was like getting used to the feel 

of a new car. Second nature after only a few days.” 



PACKZ captures all elements of a job in a single PDF file.  It contains all the features 

required for labels and packaging production such as trapping, full transparency support, 

colour separation mapping, Live Objects for variable content, barcode pre-flight and 

creation, tabular step & repeat, and structured assets including fonts, images, 

separations, object-based screening settings, barcodes, and other PDF objects. 

Marsh Label started out in 1983 when Gary’s father Barrie Burnley set up the company 

with Ron Marsh. It employs around 22 staff with a pre-press team of five. 
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ABOUT HYBRID SOFTWARE 

With offices in Belgium, Germany, Italy and the US plus a global partner network, HYBRID Software 

is a software development company focused on innovative productivity tools for the graphic arts 

industry. HYBRID Software’s CLOUDFLOW workflow, PACKZ editor and integration products offer a 
unique set of advantages that include native PDF workflows, vendor-independent solutions based on 

industry standards, scalable technology and low cost of ownership. These products are used by 

hundreds of customers worldwide in all areas of pre-press and print, including labels and packaging, 

folding cartons, corrugated, wide format and digital printing. 
 

For more information visit: www.hybridsoftware.com 

 
 
ABOUT PACKZ 

Seat license on Mac OSX or Windows platform for PACKZ™, a powerful native PDF prepress 

production tool designed for labels & packaging with 64-bit multi-processing and multi-threaded 

architecture for the highest performance. Features include trapping, full transparency support, 

intelligent flattening, colour separation mapping, Live Objects for variable content (optionally 

connected to external database info via Datalink), barcode preflight and creation, auto white plate 

creation, tabular step & repeat, find and replace objects, and structured assets Including fonts, 

images, separations, object-based screening settings, barcodes, and other PDF objects. 
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